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FACES of GINA



Hey babes! I’ve partnered with ESQIDO to create 

these looks for you to get inspiration and ideas on 

how to use my new Gina lashes! I hope you find 

these tutorials helpful and they inspire you to be 

more experimental with your day to day makeup. 

I truly appreciate all your support, hope you’ll love 

these! :)

Gina Shkeda

for my fans

FACES 
OF GINA 
LOOK-
BOOK

http://esqido.com
http://esqido.com/products/gina


MARI-
LYN

1

start with a light foundation

Start off with a clean face and apply a light founda-

tion. Marilyn was very pale so we’ll go with a lighter 

foundation than I usually would use for myself.

You can also sculpt her cheeks with some contour 

powder but be very light on it, Marilyn didn’t have an 

extremely sculpted face. 

tip



drawing a straight brown line 

through the bottom of her eyes

“

”

3

Move on to the brows. Marilyn loved a 

very defined arch but still kept the brows 

relatively thin, so try replicating that!
4

5

thin, arching brows.

For the eyes, I noticed Marilyn loved drawing a 

straight brown line through the bottom of her 

eyes. It gave her eyes a very unique look and trans-

formed their shape making them very doe like.

For the liner, you’d want to wing your liner 

and get the signature wing that Marilyn had.

doe like eyes

signature wing



7

6

For the signature Marilyn lips - you’d want to pick a 

vibrant, warmer lipstick. She loved wearing almost 

orange lipsticks so try to a pick a shade that’s very 

warm.

Next apply some mascara and apply 

whispy lashes. I’m using my Gina lashes 

from ESQIDO’s signature collection.

the marilyn lips

add some volume

fin.

https://esqido.com/products/gina
https://esqido.com/products/gina


ANGE-
LINA

1

start off with a clean face

This had to be my fav look to recreate, so lets GO! 

Start off with a clean moisturized face and move on 

to your face makeup.



Angelina’s features are 

her cheekbones.

“

”

2 4

Pick a foundation that matches your skin tone and do all 

your concealing first, then, move on to the sculpting.

Set everything with powder and move on to the brows. 

Angelina keeps her brows relatively natural so just follow 

the natural shape of your brows and just fill in any gaps.

3

One of Angelina’s signature features are her 

cheekbones. Make sure you sculpt them heavily, 

as well as your nose and chin. Her face is VERY 

structured.

pick a matching foundation natural brows

sculpt, sculpt, sculpt.



6

5

Next line your eyes, remember to concentrate your 

eyeliner towards the outside of your eye to create a 

more winged out effect.

For the eyes, you want to focus on the sculpting rather than 

creating a vibrant look. Take a contour shade and sculpt the 

crease, and then create a fake under eye bag. To do that you 

can put down a contour shade where your natural eye bag 

would be, then taking a brush with a little bit of concealer - 

draw a line through the smudged contour shade, blend every-

thing out and you have a drawn on eye bag.

winged out liner

sculpt your eyes

7

Next pop on your lashes, I’m using my signature Gina 

lashes from esqido.com.

lashes

https://esqido.com/products/gina
https://esqido.com/products/gina


9

8

Apply a nude lip color and you’re done!

For the lips, I had to overdraw my lips a LOT, so if you’re going 

to be making your lips look bigger make sure you’re sticking 

with a lip pencil that matches the natural color of your lips, 

that way the over lining is more realistic.

nude lip color

draw the lips

fin.



TWIGGY 1

2

apply a light foundation

pink blush

Make sure you’re starting with a clean face! 

Start with a light foundation, Twiggy has a 

very pale, flawless complexion so we’re going 

to try and replicate that.

Apply a little bit of pink blush to the 

apples of your cheeks.



a very sculpted 

crease, almost like a 

cut crease

“

”

3

For the brows, make sure to keep them 

thin and rounded, like Twiggy’s! 4

5

thin, rounded brows.

For the eyeshadow, start off by building a very defined 

crease using dark matte shadows. Twiggy had a very 

sculpted crease, almost like a cut crease.

Wing your eyeliner and create a cat eye look, then 

drag the eyeliner past your inner corner to replicate 

her eye look.

eyeshadows

cat eye liner



fin.
7

8

6

Last but not least, apply top falsies. Again, I’m 

using my signature Gina lashes from ESQIDO.

For the lips, Twiggy usually stuck with nude and natural shades, 

so line your lips and apply some matte lipstick, or even just 

stick to the lip liner on its own.

Next, you can’t forget Twiggy’s signature bottom lashes! I used eye-

liner to draw mine on but you can swap the liner for a pair of bot-

tom falsies like ESQIDO’s Aerial. Just make sure to keep the bottom 

lashes separated and dramatic - it’s what makes the look!

apply falsies
matte lips

signature bottom lashes

https://esqido.com/products/gina
https://esqido.com/products/aerial


CLEO-
PATRA

1
matching foundation

For the foundation - stick to your regular founda-

tion that matches your skin!

2

You want to make sure you’re creating a very sculpt-

ed look. From the images I’ve seen of Cleopatra - her 

cheekbones are out of this world. I’m going to be using 

both cream contour and setting it with powder con-

tour shades.

add in contours



it’s all about the eyeliner, this 

is what makes Cleopatra...

“

”

3

For the brows, make sure they’re very 

sculpted and defined, but you can follow 

your regular brow shape to suit your face.
4

sculpt your brows

Now for the eyelook - It’s all about the eyeliner. This is what 

makes the cleopatra look distinguishable. You want to wing 

out your eyeliner and create a wing. Next, drag your eyelin-

er through the inner corner and finally connect everything 

with a smudged black line through the bottom of your eye. 

For this look the liner goes all the way around your eye.

wing out your eyeliner



7

6

Make sure to finish off the look with dramatic gold 

accessories.

For the lips you can go with a brighter lipstick but I 

decided to stick with a nude-pink and keep the focus 

on the eyeliner.

accessorize

lip color

fin.



DITA 
VON 
TEESE

1
start fresh, go pale.

Alright, start off with a clean face. For your 

foundation shade you wanna go paler than 

pale, because have you seen Dita?

2

Apply a pretty generous amount of pink blush on the 

apples of your cheek, Dita loves rocking the blush.

add pink blush



add her signature beauty 

mark next to her left eye

“

”

3

Next, move on to your brows. Make sure to pick a very 

dark almost black shade for your brows. Dita’s brows 

are very dramatic and sculpted. For the shape, keep 

them medium thick and don’t forget to arch them.

4

5
dark dramatic brows

The eye makeup is very easy to duplicate as Dita usually 

just sticks with a very natural shadow and puts all the 

focus to her dramatically winged cat eyeliner. 

Next add her signature beauty mark next to her left eye 

and pop on your lashes. Mine are of course the signature 

Gina lashes.

winged cat eyeliner

winged cat eyeliner

https://esqido.com/products/gina
https://esqido.com/products/gina


6

Since Dita is the queen of pin up, her go to lipstick is a 

bright vampy red, so stick to a very vibrant red color 

when doing your lips.

You’re now the queen of pin-up!

lip color

fin.
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